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A B S T R A C T
We studied the stellar populations and their associated interstellar medium structures located in the region of
IRAS 16571-4029 and 16575-4023 sources, aiming to evaluate their distance and their main physical para-
meters. We focused our attention on the embedded cluster DBS 113 and its associated HII region RCW 116B.
For the study, optical images were obtained using wide band and narrow band filters (ugri and OIII, OIIIC, Hα,
HαC, SII respectively) together with infrared (K band) spectra of five stars. in the region of DBS 113. These data
were complemented with available bibliographic information and photometric multi-band data from several
surveys at optical (VPHAS+), infrared (2MASS, VVV, WISE) and radio (SGPS, PMN) spectral ranges. Astrometric
and photometric data from GAIA DR2 in the region were also taken into account.
Our speectroscopic and photometric study allowed to identify near to 20 early type (OB) stars, about 20
objects with infrared excess, and 10 candidates to young stellar objects in the region of DBS 113. We built their
stellar energy distributions ranging from 0.3 to 22 µm. Our data also suggest an abnormal behavior of the
reddening law ( =R 4.0V ) in the region of this cluster. Besides, we obtained a corresponding spectro-
photometric distance from optical/infrared data which was consistent with the distance value computed from
GAIA measurements (d ~ 2 kpc). This value locates this cluster at the inner side of the Sagittarius-Carina
Galactic arm and it is different from the traditionally adopted kinematic distance of 1-1.2 kpc, based on
hydrogen recombination line at millimeter wavelengths. This difference was explained by the presence of a
hydrogen expanding shell with a central velocity relative to the molecular cloud. The new proposed distance
allowed to estimate more precisely the parameters of the HII region RCW 116B and to describe the energetic
balance among the emission of most massive stars, the ionization of the region and the heated dust. Regarding
the IRAS 16575-4023 source, we found that the brightest star in this region is a foreground object. We also
identified a set of OB-stars candidates with high absorption values (AV ~ 23 – 26), located behind the mo-
lecular cloud AGAL G345.336+01.021.
1. Introduction
Several small star formation regions in the Milky Way have only
been identified or have poor estimated parameters. In particular, their
distances are usually based on radial velocity measurements of struc-
tures in the interstellar medium (ISM) associated with them. These
structures could be bubbles or HII regions (Caswell and Haynes 1987,
Lebrón et al. 2001) and the associated measurements often have im-
portant uncertainties (Burton 1988; Fich et al. 1989; Russeil et al. 2017)
since they are based and strongly depend on Galactic rotation models.
Even more, the peculiar streaming motions in the ISM may be an even
more important source of uncertainty (Fish et al., 2003). In particular,
the kinematic distance estimations are usually less reliable along lines
of sight near the Galactic center (Dickey et al. 2003; Clemens 1985).
Additionally, in the first and in the fourth quadrant there is ambiguity
in the distance value that corresponds to each measured radial velocity.
An example is the embedded cluster DBS 179 (Dutra et al., 2003) lo-
cated in the direction of the H II region G347.6+0.2. A distance of
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7.9 kpc was estimated by Borissova et al. (2008) based on JHK pho-
tometric measurements and infrared (IR) classification of O type stars.
Conversely, using submillimeter observations, Huang et al. (1999) ob-
tained a radial velocity of VLSR = -95.2 ± 0.1 km s 1 for this region.
Using the Fich et al. (1989) rotation model, this value corresponds to
the kinematic distances 6.2 ± 0.1 kpc or 10.4 ± 0.1 kpc as nearest
and farthest solutions, respectively. Later, (Davies et al., 2012) con-
sidered a distance of 9 kpc mainly based on HI data. Therefore, it is
necessary to look for independent methods to estimate the distances to
these regions in order to have a better knowledge of their physical
properties. This is important to outline the general structure of our
Galaxy. Additionally, the multi-wavelength approach provides a more
detailed and precise picture of the stellar populations and especially of
their interaction with the surrounding environment. There are several
public surveys which can be used for this purpose.
In this work, we focused our attention on IRAS 16571-4029 and
16575-4023 sources. They are two emerging IR sources of the mole-
cular cloud G345.5 + 1.0 and our aim is to evaluate their main para-
meters to obtain a more precise picture of their physical state. The
IRAS 16571-4029 source is associated with the HII region RCW 116B
and the embedded cluster DBS 113 (Dutra et al., 2003). This source has
several previous studies at different spectral ranges. They include
dedicated IR studies of the cluster as those carried out by
Verma et al. (2003); Bik et al. (2005, 2006) and Roman-Lopes (2007),
and several global works at millimetric radio waves that provided in-
formation of the region. On the one hand, most of these works adopted
kinematic distances from 1.8 to 2.0 kpc for the clumps associated with
the molecular cloud (Bronfman et al. 1996, López et al. 2011, Wienen
et al. 2015, Figueira et al. 2019). On the other hand, other works
provided values ranging from 1.0 to 1.2 kpc (Caswell and Haynes 1987,
Bik et al. 2005; 2006, Roman-Lopes 2007). In particular, (López et al.,
2011) obtained an intermediate distance value of 1.8 kpc as the average
of several molecular clumps in the region and (Morales et al., 2013)
adopted this value for DBS 113. Figueira et al. (2019) drew attention on
these discrepancies, which additionally motivated us to re-examine the
distance estimations in the region.
To achieve our objectives, we employed a multi-wavelength ap-
proach based on our own observations complemented with the in-
formation provided by several surveys and the specific texts on this
subject. In particular, we used u band data and IR spectroscopic ob-
servations to solve degenerated solutions in the analysis.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe the used
data sources including our observations and bibliographic ones.
Section 3 presents the applied reduction procedures of our observa-
tions. Section 4 describes the analysis performed on the data and the
main stellar and ISM parameters obtained. In Section 5 we describe the
ISM properties in the direction of the IRAS sources. Finally, in




We used the point sources catalog of the VST Photometric Hα Survey
of the Southern Galactic Plane and Bulge (VPHAS+; Drew et al. 2014).
This catalog includes photometry at the ugriHα bands. We selected those
point sources located in a region of 15′ × 15′ centered at the middle
point between the IRAS 16571-4029 and 16575-4023 sources. This
region was identified as our working field of view (WFOV; see Fig. 1)
Direct images were also obtained in April 2018 with the Gemini
Multi-Object Spectrograph (GMOS) of Gemini-South (Cerro Pachon,
Chile). In this observation run we used wide band filters ugri and
narrow band filters OIII, OIIIC, Hα, HαC, SII (hereafter identified as NB).
See Hook et al. (2004) and Gemini webpage1 for instrument details. The
GMOS images covered a field of view (FOV) of approximately
5.5′ × 5.5′ and were centered in the cluster DBS 113 (see Fig. 3). Three
or six dithered exposures were taken per filter (see Table 1) and were
shifted 12” to fill in the gaps between the detectors and to remove
cosmic rays or bad pixels. Our images were taken under photometric
conditions with seeing values ranging from 0.65” to 0.85”. We used a
2 × 2 binning, giving a detector scale of 0.16 ”/pixel (Program GS-
2018A-Q-323, PI: Baume).
2.2. Infrared data
We used the point sources catalog of the Two Micron All Sky Survey
(2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006), which provides photometric informa-
tion at the JHK bands to select point sources located in the WFOV. We
also obtained the JHK stacked images of the Vista Variables in the Vía
Láctea (VVV; Minniti et al. 2010, Saito et al. 2012) survey. These
images were downloaded from the VISTA Science Archive (VSA web-
site2). The selected images were obtained in 26th March, 2010 and they
also covered the previously indicated WFOV (see Fig. 1).
Spectroscopic images of five bright objects located in the region of
DBS 113 were also obtained in 13th June, 2015 as part of the 095.D-
0694(A) ESO program. These objects are identified as blue symbols in
Fig. 3 and along the photometric diagrams. For their observation, we
used the SOFI@NTT (ESO-La Silla), with a spectral resolution of Rλ =
1320 in the K band. The resulting signal to noise (S/N) of the obtained
spectra was in the range ~ 30–95 and their individual values are
indicated in Table 3.
2.3. Additional data
We cross-correlated the previous photometric data with the in-
formation provided by the AllWISE data Release (Cutri and et al. 2013)
and the Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016;
Brown et al. 2018). The AllWISE catalog provides information at 3.6,
4.5, 5.8, and 8.0 µm bands, and the GAIA DR2 contains astrometric
information together with photometric data at particular bands G, GBP
and GRP. We also used color images from the Herschel Science Archive3
obtained through ALADIN (Bonnarel et al., 2000). These color images
were generated as a combination of different images obtained with the
Photodetector Array Camera and Spectrometer (PACS) on board of
Herschel Space Observatory at 70 and 160 µm bands.
Table 1
Detail of scientific frames acquired using GMOS-S and selected from VSA.
Exposure times [s]
Filter Long Short
u 600 (3) 60 (3)
g 5 (3) 1 (3)
r 5 (3) 1 (3)
i 3 (6) 1 (3)
OIII 100 (3) 10 (3)
OIIIc 100 (3) 10 (3)
Hα 50 (3) 5 (3)
Hαc 50 (3) 5 (3)
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2.4. Radio data
We used the information provided by the Southern Galactic Plane
Survey (SGPS; McClure-Griffiths et al. 2005) and by the Sydney Uni-
versity Molonglo Sky Survey (SUMSS; Sadler and Hunstead 2001). The
former is a survey of 21 - cm H I spectral line emission and continuum.
We used the position – velocity datacubes at H I 21 - cm line, obtained
from the combination data of the Australia Telescope Compact Array
(ATCA) and the Parkes single dish telescopes. The angular resolution of
these data is2.2′, has a channel separation of Δ v = 0.82 km s 1 and
their final rms noise of a single profile is ~ 1.6 K on the brightness
temperature (Tb) scale. SUMSS contains radio continuum data at
843 MHz obtained using the Molonglo Observatory Synthesis Telescope




Optical images obtained with GMOS were processed using GEMINI-
GMOS routines within PYRAF and following the corresponding GMOS
Reduction Cookbook.4 We applied the appropriate bias and flat-field
corrections using bias and flat-field images acquired from the Gemini
Science Archive (GSA) and we stacked the exposures obtained with the
same filter and exposure time.
As a next step, we performed the photometric measurement over the
optical and IR images following a similar procedure used in
Corti et al. (2016). Briefly, instrumental magnitudes were obtained
using the point spread function (PSF) method (Stetson 1987) and the
corresponding photometric tables were aperture-corrected for each
filter to carry them to a final aperture size of 17 pixels in radius. All
resulting tables were combined using DAOMASTER code (Stetson 1992),
obtaining one set for ugriHα + NB bands and other for JHK bands. For
ugri bands, the calibration in flux was done using the information of 91
common stars in the VPHAS+ catalog. For the remaining NB filters, the
corresponding zero point values were estimated in relation to the Hα
zero point (ha1) comparing the respective filters response. In the case of
the JHK bands the calibration was carried out using the 2MASS catalog.
In all this procedure we used the following transformation equations:
= + + +
= + + +
= + + +
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where ugriHαJHK and (ugrihαjhk)inst are the VPHAS+ and 2MASS
standard and instrumental magnitudes, respectively, and X is the air-
mass of the observation. The extinction coefficients (u2, g2, r2, i2) are
given at the Gemini webpage. The other coefficients were computed
using the FITPARAMS task of IRAF PHOTCAL package. The obtained values are
shown in Table 2.
We compared our near IR photometry with that given by Roman-
Lopes (2007), deriving the luminosity functions (LFs, see Fig. 2) for
each band (JHK) using the DBS 113 cluster region data (see Fig. 1), and
excluding objects with high error values ( > 0.5). The Roman-
Lopes (2007) data revealed a completeness ~ 40–50% when their LFs
were compared with our ones. On the contrary, our near IR data are
about 3 magnitudes deeper (at each band) than Roman-Lopes (2007)
ones. We also see in Fig. 2 that the number of stars per bin begins to
decrease at J ~ 19, H ~ 17 and K ~ 15.5. Therefore, we considered our
data are complete up to these values.
3.2. Astrometry
We used a similar procedure as in Baume et al. (2009). That is, since
the information provided by the World Coordinate System (WCS) was
only available for VVV images, we used the ALADIN tool together with the
VPHAS+ and 2MASS catalogs to obtain a reliable astrometric calibra-
tion for our optical images. The resulting root mean square (rms) of the
residuals in the positions were ~ 0.10’ -0.15’, which is about the as-
trometric precision of the catalogs employed.
3.3. Spectroscopy
We followed the standard procedures to reduce the spectroscopic
data, for more details see Moorwood et al. (1998), Chené et al. (2012)
and Chené et al. (2013). In short, we subtracted nodding observations
from one another to remove the bias level and sky emission lines. Then
flat fielding, spectrum extraction, wavelength calibration and correc-
tion for atmospheric absorption of all spectra were done using IRAF
tasks. Finally, all spectra were rectified using a low-order polynomial fit
to a wavelength interval that was assumed to be pure continuum. In
particular, object ID 127 was observed twice using different slit posi-
tions and both observations were used to verify the reliability of the
reduction and the wavelength calibration processes.
3.4. Final catalogs
We used the STILTS5 tool to manipulate tables and to crosscorrelate
the optical and IR data. We then obtained a catalog with astrometric
and photometric information (ugri + NB + JHK + W1W2W3W4 +
GGBPGRP bands) for about 44,600 objects in the WFOV. The photo-
metric errors in the catalog were those provided by the DAOPHOT, DAOM-
ASTER codes and the corresponding source catalogs. The full catalog
(Table 3) is only available on-line at the CDS.
Table 2
Calibration coefficients used for optical and infrared observations together with
the corresponding rms fit values.
Coeff. =x 1 =x 2 =x 3 rms
VPHAS+ calibration
ux +1.96 ± 0.06 0.38 −0.14 ± 0.06 0.15
gx −2.88 ± 0.04 0.18 −0.14 ± 0.02 0.07
rx −2.75 ± 0.05 0.10 +0.01 ± 0.06 0.09
ix −2.44 ± 0.04 0.08 −0.15 ± 0.04 0.07
hax +0.64 ± 0.01 r2 - 0.06
Estimations using transmission curves
ox ha 0.3061 g2 - -
ocx ha 1.0821 g2 - -
hacx ha 0.0891 r2 - -
sx +ha 0.4011 r2 - -
2MASS calibration
jx −2.79 ± 0.02 - −0.03 ± 0.01 0.05
hx −2.83 ± 0.01 - +0.06 ± 0.01 0.06
kx −2.19 ± 0.01 - +0.12 ± 0.01 0.12
4 http://ast.noao.edu/sites/default/files/GMOS_Cookbook 5 http://www.star.bris.ac.uk/~mbt/stilts/
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4. Stellar populations at IRAS sources
To study the behavior of the stellar populations in the zone of the
IRAS 16571-4029 and 16575-4023 sources, we selected particular cir-
cular regions. These regions are indicated in Fig. 1. In the case of
IRAS 16571-4029 source the stellar counterpart was clear; however, in
the case of IRAS 16575-4023 source it was hard to identify. Therefore,
for this latter source we considered two regions (identified as A and B;
see Fig. 4). The former was chosen based on the location of the brightest
star in the area, while the latter was chosen considering the region
where the molecular cloud AGAL G345.336+01.021 (Wienen et al.,
2015) was identified. The adopted centers and radius values for each
circle are presented in Table 4. Then, using our catalog, we built the
color-magnitude and two-color diagrams (CMDs and TCDs, respec-
tively) for each region. They are presented in Figs. 7, 9 and 11.
All the photometric diagrams clearly revealed the presence of dif-
ferential reddening and since we were dealing with a high absorption
region, the optical ones presented a much lower amount of objects than
the IR ones. On one hand, optical photometric diagrams allowed us to
obtain a better distance estimation using the traditional main sequence
(MS) fitting method. Nevertheless, it must be noticed that, for very faint
objects at optical bands with large error values, these photometric dia-
grams can be used only to get a general picture of the cluster parameters
as the foreground color excesses and/or distance, but not to follow very
precise behaviors of particular objects. On the other hand, the upper MS
has an almost vertical shape over the IR CMDs not allowing to estimate
precise distance values. However, these diagrams provided an estimation
of the foreground color excess of young stellar populations.
4.1. IRAS 16571-4029 region
The obtained spectra of the five stars observed in this region (see
Section 2.2) are presented in Fig. 5 together with a nebular spectrum.
We noticed that most of the objects and the nebular spectrum present
only the Brγ line in emission, suggesting that stellar spectra could be
contaminated by nebular emission. Notwithstanding this problem, we
were able to carry out a rough spectral classification from combined
spectroscopic and photometric data and following an iterative process
testing different color excess and distance values.
In this iterative process we mainly considered, on one hand, the
comparison of our SOFI spectra with similar resolution K-band libraries.
Specifically, we used the libraries given by Hanson et al. (1996, 2005)
and the ”ESO stellar spectral library”6. This spectral classification was
based on the identification and comparison of the He I 2.059 and
2.113 µm and Brγ 2.166 µm lines. On the other hand, we checked the
location of each star in the J vs. J H diagram (see Fig. 9b). It was a
good indicator of the spectral type in that J should be little affected by
possible near IR excess emission. The obtained spectral classification is
presented in Table 3. We notice that we were dealing with early type
stars as expected for young star members of an embedded cluster.
Three of the stars with spectroscopic observations (IDs 40, 69 and
127) were identified and measured at all optical and near IR bands
(ugriJHK; see Table 3). This information allowed to estimate the red-
dening behavior in this direction, applying the color difference method.
We estimated the selective absorption coefficient ( =R A E/V V B V )
computing the color excess ratios at the indicated bands relative to E ,g r
Eg i and Eu g. The obtained results were compared with the corre-
sponding values given by the reddening model of Cardelli et al. (1989)
for a B5 V-type star (see Molina Lera et al. 2018). The used stars yield in
general large RV values with a dependence on the adopted reference
color excess. These facts were interpreted as a consequence of emission
features in their spectra (see Fig. 5) and/or uncertainties in u band
magnitudes. Therefore, we focused our attention on the behavior of
ID 40 object (B4-5 type). This object seems to present no abnormal
spectral features and lies outside the region where the nebular emission
is most important. Additionally, it was the brightest of the five stars
with spectra. These facts would ensure high reliability of the estimated
colors and spectral classification for this star.
The results for the three stars are presented in Fig. 6, where RV error
values were estimated based on the different results obtained by
varying both the spectral classification of each star (in one spectral
type) and the reference color excess used in the method. Finally, we
adopted a value of =R 4.0V as representative for the DBS 113 cluster
region and we could compute spectrophotometric color excesses and
distances for the five stars with spectroscopic observations. In parti-
cular, the location of ID 40 in the u g vs. g r diagram (see Fig. 7a) is
more consistent with the adopted spectral classification and an ab-
normal reddening behaviour.
Table 3
Selected objects in the region of IRAS 16571-4029 source.
ID VPHAS+ 2MASS RL07 αJ2000 δJ2000 K SpT1 S/N
40 1112a-11-05461112b-21-1037 17003247-4033125 9 17:00:32.5 −40:33:12.5 10.90 B4-5 29
69 1112a-11-04871112b-21-0971 17003449-4033403 3 17:00:34.5 −40:33:40.2 9.29 O8-9 95
127 1112a-11-15171112b-21-0976 17003386-4033382 2 17:00:33.9 −40:33:38.1 9.04 O9-B1 32, 40 2
2395 1112a-11-04481112b-21-0916 - 23 17:00:33.5 −40:34:03.1 11.84 middle B 35
9116 - - - 17:00:33.6 −40:33:46.0 12.53 middle B 37
Notes: 1: Spectral classification was a rough estimation from combined photometric and spectroscopic analysis (see Secttion 4). 2: Each value corresponds to each
spectrum of this object; RL07 = Roman-Lopes (2007). Only stars with IR spectroscopy are indicated in printed version. A complete version of this table, including all
the studied photometric bands and the DBS 113 members photometrically selected, is available on-line at the CDS.
Table 4
Parameters of studied IRAS sources.
IRAS 16571-4029 16575-4023 (B)
ATLASGAL 345.214+01.025 345.336+01.021
Optic DBS 113 ≡ RCW 116B
αJ2000 17:00:35.0 17:01:02.0
δJ2000 −40:33:44.0 −40:27:32.7
Radius [’] 1.8 0.5
RV 4.0 3.1 – 4.0
EB V min 1.8 8.3 – 5.8
EB V max 4.5 14.0 – 10.0
AV ~ 7 ~ 26 – 23
V MV0 11.5 ± 0.2 11.5
dphot [kpc] 2.0 ± 0.2 2
⟨Plx⟩ [mas] 0.49 ± 0.07 (5) -
dast [kpc] 2.0 ± 0.2 (5) -
⟨μαcos (δ)⟩ [mas/yr] −0.52 ± 0.09 (7) -
⟨μδ⟩ [mas/yr] −1.65 ± 0.07 (7) -
VRLSR [km/s]
a −15.24 −15.17
dkin [kpc] a 1.9 ± 0.7 1.9 ± 0.7
NLy stars [photons s 1] ~ 1.2 10
49 -
U [pc cm 2] (b) 60 – 68 -
Notes: Numbers in parentheses indicate the amount of objects considered to
compute the corresponding average values. (a): ATLASGAL (Wienen et al.,
2015). (b) U values obtained for 5000 K and 7600 K in Te.
6 https://www.eso.org/sci/observing/tools/standards/IR_spectral_library.
html
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This procedure allowed us to obtain color excesses in EB V ranging
from 1.8 to 4.2 and V MV0 values between 10.5 to 11.9 depending
on the star and the used color index. The spread in color excess values
reflects the classic evidence of a young and embedded cluster,
whereas the different values in distance are interpreted as a con-
sequence of particular features in the spectral distribution of the
considered stars.
As a next step, we selected different kinds of objects using only
photometric data. We mainly based our analysis on the color excess
range covered by stars with spectral information. The adopted extreme
values for color excesses are presented in Table 4 as EB V min and
EB V max . Values for the other color indices were computed using the
corresponding rx values. These extreme values are indicated also in the
photometric diagrams by the location of the shifted ZAMS (EICmin) and
the point of the reddening vector (EICmax). We also used values of the





Q J H r r r r H K
Q J DM r R J H r r r r
Q K DM r R H K r r r r
Q J DM r R J K r r r r
( ) ( )/( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )/( )
( ) ( ) ( )/( )
( ) ( ) ( )/( )
IR J H H K
JH J V B V J H
HK K V B V H K
JK J V B V J K
where rJ, rH and rK are the relative absorptions ( =r A A/x x V ) for JHK
bands at the adopted RV value, and DM is the considered distance
modulus. Specifically, the identification of probable members of the
studied regions and their classification in different categories was made
with the following criteria:
• Early MS stars with color excesses in the range adopted above. This
is, objects following the conditions: < <Q0.1 0.4,IR QIC < 0.5 and
EICmin < EIC < EICmax, with =IC J H, H K and J K .
• Objects with IR color excess, identified with the same conditions
used for early MS but with <Q 0.1IR .
• Objects identified as class I and class II YSOs, following the WISE
bands color conditions given by Koenig et al. (2012)
The remaining objects were not classified and they were considered
mainly as field stars.
Additionally, we employed the photometric diagrams which involve
NB filters computing the color indices O O ,C H H C and S H
(see Fig. 8). Therefore, we applied a Principal Components Analysis
(PCA) over the tri-dimensional space of the color indices to identify
objects with line emission symptoms in at least one of these indices.
After trying several distance values, we found the most consistent
solution along all the photometric diagrams adopting the
=V M 11.5V0 for DBS 113 cluster (see Table 4).
The photometric and astrometric information based on GAIA DR2
data on the adopted region for IRAS 16571-4029 source (see Fig. 10)
allowed to refine our previous photometric member selection criteria.
Otherwise, we applied a PCA over the proper motion diagram to
eliminate objects placed further than one normalized standard de-
viations of the mean proper motion value. Regarding the trigono-
metric distance, the selected objects had large relative error values
( ~ 40%) in parallax, so we followed the Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018)
procedure to estimate their distance and proper motion. Briefly, we
added +0.029 mas to all parallax values and then computed weighted
averages over the paralaxes and proper motion values (⟨Plx⟩,
⟨μαcos (δ)⟩ and ⟨μδ⟩). In the case of parallaxes we selected those va-
lues with relative errors lower than 1. The obtained results are pre-
sented in Table 4. It could be noticed that the resulting relative error
in parallax was lower than 20% allowing us to estimate the corre-
sponding distance as =d Plxast 1 (see Bailer-Jones 2015 for details).
This computed distance was consistent with the already adopted one
using the stellar spectra and the photometric diagrams, which re-
inforce our previous analysis.
4.2. IRAS 16575-4023 regions
In this case, the information from GAIA DR2 indicates there are
seven stars with parallax and proper motion measures in the region A.
However, none of them was photometrically selected as a member. In
particular, the brightest star in this region (ID 720) has a = ±Plx 4.8 0.5
mas ( ~ 200 pc) revealing that it is a foreground star with no physical
relation with the IRAS source.Therefore, we focused our attention on
region B and we followed the object selection procedure explained
before for IRAS 16571-4029 region. However, since we did not have
deep optical photometric data for this case, we used only IR data. We
also identified those objects with no J band data and >H K 2.1 as
probable reddened early type (OB) stars and represented with red tri-
angles in Fig. 11. The MS fit presented on this figure was done adopting
RV 3.1 and 4.0 as extreme values and the corresponding color excess
and visual absorption values indicated in Table 4. In both cases we kept
the same distance value considered for DBS 113 cluster.
4.3. Stellar parameters
For a given distance, the parameter QJH was used to estimate the
spectral types of the MS member stars, since this parameter was slightly
influenced by the presence of emission lines. This procedure allowed us
to compute the number of ionizing photons produced by each cluster
star using the models given by Sternberg et al. (2003) considering a
Luminosity Class V. Therefore, we could estimate the total number of
ionizing photons (NLy stars) produced by all the cluster and the corre-
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where α2 (Te) is the total recombination coefficient of hydrogen ex-
cluding captures to the ground level. This coefficient was computed
using the expression indicated by Spitzer (1978) and the electronic
temperature (Te) values considered for the HII region (see Table 5).
These estimations were carried out only for DBS 113 and we found that
in this case the U value was mainly defined by objects ID 69 and ID 127
(see Sect. 6.1.1). The obtained U values are indicated in Table 4.
Table 5
Main parameters of the studied IRAS sources obtained from the 843 MHz data
and complementary information from the literature. Errors computed adopting
a distance error of 0.2 kpc.
IRAS 16571-4029 IRAS 16575-4023
RCW 116B
Parameters from SUMSS (843 MHz)
(l,b) [∘] (345.21, +1.02) (345.33, +1.02)
sνbg [Jy beam 1] 0.070 ± 0.010 0.010 ± 0.001
rmss [Jy beam 1] 0.031 0.009
Sν [Jy] 7 ± 3 0.3 ± 0.1
sνpeak [Jy beam 1] 2.72 0.17
isomin [Jy beam 1] 0.30 0.05
θa [’] × θb [’] 1.5 × 1.3 0.85 × 0.70
θsph [’] 1.2 ~ 0
Physical ISM parameters
Rs [pc] 0.35 ± 0.12 –
Te [K] 5000(1) – 7600(2) –
α2 [10 13 cm3 s 1] 4.496
(1) – 3.219(2) –
Ne [cm 3] 1253
(1) – 1347(2) –
EM [105 pc cm 6] 8.4(1) – 9.7(2) –
μ [pc cm 2] 41(1) – 43(2) –
MHII [M⊙] 11.3(1) – 12.2(2) –
Note: Te values are from Caswell and Haynes (1987) (1) and
Quireza et al. (2006b) (2). Superscripts at ISM parameter values indicate
adopted Te value for each case
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5. The ISM in the direction of the IRAS sources
5.1. Radio maps
Radio maps covering approximately the WFOV of the studied region
(see Fig. 1) are presented in Figs. 12 and 13. Fig. 12 corresponds to
continuum SUMSS observations at 843 MHz and Fig. 13 shows an
average of several velocity channels at HI from SGPS. These maps re-
vealed, respectively, clear emission and absorption signatures in the
location of IRAS 16571-4029 which are consistent with a source with a
continuum temperature higher than the temperature of the ISM placed
in front of it. However, in the case of IRAS 16575-4023 only a faint
emission centered at region A is detected at 843 MHz, but no evidence
of it could be found on any channel of the HI data. Additionally, in
Fig. 12 it can be noticed that both IRAS sources show an almost similar
shape. This fact was understood as a reflection effect of the instru-
mental beam and revealing that both sources could be considered with
approximately circular shapes. Since the observed profiles are the result
of the convolution between the real angular size (θsph) and the beam
angular size (θBa × θBb) of the SUMSS observations, the former could
be estimated with the following relation:
= ( ) ( )sph a b Ba Bb
where each emission source was considered as a bidimensional gaussian
distribution (Fig. 14), and values θa and θb were the corresponding
measured half-power beam width (HPBW) at each principal axis. It
must be noticed that this procedure only yielded a reliable result for
IRAS 16571-4029 source, since for IRAS 16575-4023 we obtained a
negligible angular value and we considered it as a point source.
The corresponding ”flux densities” (Sν) for each IRAS source at
843 MHz were obtained using AIPS tools. These values were computed
as the difference between the total flux at the source place down to a
minimum value (isomin) and an estimation of its background level
(sbkg ν). The corresponding background values were estimated averaging
the mean flux density values at three different positions near to each
source, whereas the rms of the flux density values (rmss ) was con-
sidered as a measure of the noise. The corresponding parameters for
each IRAS source are presented in Table 5.
In Fig. 15 we present a position - velocity map of the SGPS data cube
at IRAS 16571-4029 location ( =l 345. 2 ). This figure clearly shows the
presence of a minimum in brightness extended from +10 to
30 km s 1 with a break in the range between 5 to 13 km s 1.
Conversely, the emission peaks of H I centered at 10 and 20
km s 1 are respectively consistent with the location of the Sagittarius-
Carina and Scutum-Crux arms according to the Vallée (2008) model for
the Galactic arms and the Fich et al. (1989) model for the Galactic
rotation.
5.2. Physical ISM parameters
The 843 MHz data in the region of both IRAS sources combined with
information from previous works in this region allowed to estimate
several physical ISM parameters. Additionally, according to their far IR
(FIR) colors (Bronfman et al., 1996), IRAS 16571-4029 and 16575-4023
sources are considered as two ultracompact H II regions. Therefore, we
used the indicated data and the expressions presented by Mezger and
Henderson (1967) to compute the ”electron density” (Ne), the ”mass of
ionized hydrogen” (MHII) and the ”emission measure” (EM). The used
Fig. 1. JHK false-color VVV image of working field of view (WFOV). This field
is centered at αJ2000 = 17:00:49.87, δJ2000 = −40:30:43.7 and covers
15′ × 15′. DBS 113 cluster region and the two selected regions (A and B) as-
sociated with the IRAS 16575-4023 source are indicated by yellow circles.
These circles indicate the regions used to build the corresponding photometric
diagrams of the IRAS sources. White rectangles represent the 5.5′ × 5.5′ region
covered by Gemini observations (see Fig. 3) and the region covered in Fig. 4.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 2. Luminosity functions for the DBS 113 cluster region derived from our
data set (blue) and Roman-Lopes (2007) data (red). Vertical dotted lines in-
dicate adopted limit magnitude values for our photometry. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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where d is the adopted distance and the numerical values of the factors
μ1, μ2 and μ3 depend on the particular model chosen for the density
distribution of the H II region. We employed the Gauss model for which
μ1 = 0.911, μ2 = 3.106, μ3 = 1.065 and a= 1. The parameter θG is the
angular size of the source derived assuming a Gaussian brightness
temperature distribution for it. This is given by θG = θsph/1.471
Fig. 3. Color images of the embedded cluster DBS 113 region with the FOV
covered with GMOS observations. RGB colors correspond to u, OIII, Hα, SII
filters (panel a) and to JHK ones (panel b). Blue symbols represent stars with
spectroscopic observations (see Section 2.2 and Fig. 5), green symbols corre-
spond to MS stars and red ones to stars with probable IR excess. Yellow and
orange circles indicate respectively Class I and II YSOs which were identified
using WISE colors. See Section 4.1 for details. Yellow dashed circle indicates the
selected region for the photometric analysis. In panel a the identification
number for stars with spectroscopic observations is included. (For interpreta-
tion of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
Fig. 4. Color images of the region centered in the IRAS 16575-4023 source
using JHK bands (panel a) and PACS/Herschel 70 µm and 160 µm bands (panel
b). Symbols as in Fig. 3 and red triangles represent probable early type stars
(see Section 4.2 and Fig. 11). Dashed circles indicate both studied regions.
Location and error ellipse of the IRAS source is presented with a filled orange
symbol. Larger orange ellipses represent IRAS angular resolutions at 12 μm
(30”) and 100 μm (2’). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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(Mezger and Henderson, 1967)) with θsph obtained as explained in
Section 5.1.
We also estimated the ”excitation parameter” (μ) as defined by
Wilson et al. (2013). This value is indicative of the number of Lyman
photons absorbed by the HI and generate the HII region. The corre-
sponding equation is:
=µ pc cm R pc N cm[ ] [ ] ( [ ])S e2 3 2/3
where Rs is the linear Strömgren radius corresponding to the θsph
angular diameter at the adopted distance.
6. Discussion
6.1. IRAS 16571-4029 source
6.1.1. Main stellar and ISM parameters
We performed an identification of several objects in this region (see
Section 4 and Fig. 5). All of them could be considered as members of the
cluster DBS 113. We also found clues of an abnormal RV value in this
direction. In particular, the object identified as ID 127 ≡ 2MASS-
J17003386-4033382, classified as O9-B1, was already observed by Bik
et al. (2005, 2006) using high dispersion spectroscopy, and they re-
cognized it as a triple system composed by stars identified as 16571-
4029-820 (O8V-B1V), 16571-4029 1610 (O8V-B2.5V) and 16571-4029
1281 (YSO). Our spectroscopic data, with lower spectral resolution,
showed the combination of these stars for this object, revealing a strong
Brγ emission line. In general, our spectroscopic and photometric ana-
lysis at optical/IR bands allowed us to recognize the presence of an
important amount of early MS stars (2 O-type and ~ 15 B-type) and ~
20 objects with IR color excess. Additionally, our study with WISE data
revealed 2 Class I, 8 Class II YSO candidates.
The cross-correlation procedure performed among our optical/IR
photometric data (ugriJHK) and those data available on several catalogs
(2MASS, WISE) yielded stellar energy distributions (SEDs) ranging from
0.3 to 22 µm for selected objects in the region of IRAS 16571-4029 source.
In this procedure, we used the corresponding zero point fluxes given at
NASA / IPAC Infrared Science Archive7. The obtained SEDs are presented
in Fig. 16 and their comparison showed that adopted MS stars and objects
with IR excess (three upper panels) present a maximum at about 1.5-2 µm
and then a decreasing behavior. Conversely, it is possible to note that the
adopted objects identified as Class I YSO (lower panel, yellow symbols)
present a rising energy distribution, whereas objects identified as Class II
YSO (lower panel, orange symbols) present a minimum at about 5-6 µm
and then a stable or rising shape at longer wavelengths.
Regarding the ISM parameter values for IRAS 16571-4029 source,
they were computed following the guidelines given at Sect. 5.2. In
particular, Te was already computed by Caswell and Haynes (1987) (Te
≃ 5000 K) and by Quireza et al. (2006b) (Te ≃ 7600 K) from ob-
servations at 5 and 8.6 GHz respectively, where the plasma of the re-
gion is optically thin. We used both Te values to estimate the ISM
parameters and they are presented in Table 5.
Fig. 5. Stellar and nebular spectra in the DBS 113 region. Several chemical
components of each star are indicated with vertical lines. The ID object is in-
dicated on the right and the adopted spectral type of each one is presented in
Table 3. Double spectra for ID 127 object correspond to different results for two
different slit positions.
Fig. 6. Color difference method for three stars with spectral classification and ugriJHKbands information. Curves indicate the reddening behavior from
Cardelli et al. (1989) for RV = 3.1, 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0 (from the bottom up).
7 https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu
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6.1.2. Distance to the source
Since we had a rough spectroscopic classification and GAIA astro-
metric data for several stars in the region, it was possible to estimate
spectrophotometric and trigonometric distances. Additionally, the SGPS
HI data allowed us to obtain a kinematic distance.
To understand more precisely the HI kinematic behavior in this
direction, we obtained the H I emission and absorption profiles per-
forming the disjoin of the Galactic background emission to the small
scale structures around and on the compact H II region. This task was
done using a similar procedure to that given by Kothes and
Fig. 7. Optical wide band photometric diagrams for DBS 113 region. Symbols as in Fig. 3. Stars placed inside squares have some emission symptoms revealed by
narrow band filter data. Light gray symbols indicate no classified stars. Most of them are field population. Green and blue curves are the ZAMS or MS (see text) shifted
according to the adopted distance modulus with and without absorption/reddening (RV = 4.0), respectively. Red lines indicate the considered reddening path. RV =
3.1 and RV = 4.0 cases are presented only in panel a). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
Fig. 8. Narrow band index diagrams for DBS 113 region. Symbols and lines as in Fig. 7.
Fig. 9. IR photometric diagrams for DBS 113 and its comparison field region. Symbols and lines as in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 10. Photometric and astrometric diagrams for DBS 113 region from GAIA data. Symbols and lines as in Fig. 7.
Fig. 11. IR photometric diagrams for IRAS 16575-4023 source (region B) and a comparison field (annulus around region B). Symbols as in Fig. 7.
Fig. 12. Radio continuum SUMSS observations at 843 MHz. Contour levels at
0.05, 0.10, 0.50 and 1.00 Jy beam 1 are shown. White ellipse drawn in the
upper left-hand corner indicates the instrumental beam size. Yellow circles have
the same meaning as in Fig. 1.
Fig. 13. Average map of HI obtained with 41 radial velocity maps of the studied
area (see text). Contours and colors indicate different brightness temperature
values (Tb) following right bar scale. Contours vary from 5 to 100 K with a step
of 5 K. White solid circle drawn in the upper left-hand corner indicates the
instrumental beam size. Hollow circles have the same meaning as in Figs. 1
and 12.
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Kerton (2002). Basically, we convolved each velocity channel of the H I
data cube with a gaussian beam of FWHM =10’ to obtain the emission
profiles and the subtraction between the original data and its smoothed
version to get the absorption profiles. The resulting profiles in the di-
rection of the absorption minimum near the IRAS 16571-4029 source
are presented in Fig. 17a. This figure clearly shows the location of the
tangential velocity (VT = -150 km s 1) at the emission feature with the
largest negative velocity value, and the presence of two main absorp-
tion features with an upper velocity value of ~ -30 km s 1. In parti-
cular, the fact that there are no absorption features up to the tangential
velocity reveals they are caused closer than the tangential point in this
direction.
A roughly and traditional analysis of Figs. 15 and 17 indicate that
the corresponding radial velocity value of the studied H II region is
given by the highest negative value of the absorption feature ( ~
-30 km s 1). However, this value is inconsistent with those given in
previous studies of this region at radio wavelength. A compilation of the
Fig. 14. Flux density profiles from the SUMSS observations at 843 MHz at each
IRAS source location. Dashed-point lines represent the adopted background
levels. The HPBW of each profile is indicated.
Fig. 15. Position - velocity image of the HI distribution at 21 cm ( =l 345. 2 ).
The Tb values are indicated with the color scale. Contours and colors indicate
different Tb values following upper bar scale. The contours are indicated with a
step of 12 K. The location of RCW 116B hydrogen RRL at -9.4 km s 1 and CS(2-
1) line at -15.6 km s 1 are also shown.
Fig. 16. The SEDs of selected objects considered members of DBS 113. Symbols
along the panels have the same meaning as in Fig. 7.
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velocity values are presented in Table 6, which highlights the difference
in velocity values between those obtained from hydrogen radio re-
combination lines ( ~ -9 and ~ -11 km s 1 with ΔV ~ 30 km s 1) and
those resulting from molecular studies ( ~ -15 km s 1 with
ΔV ~ 5 km s 1). Therefore, Fig. 15 shows an absorption component up
to ~ 20 km s 1 beyond the hydrogen RRL velocity. Using the Galactic
rotation model of Fich et al. (1989) and adopting the corresponding
nearest distances, the presented VR values: -9, -11, -15 and -30 km s 1
yielded respectively kinematic distance values of 1.25, 1.45, 1.95 and
3.2 kpc. These discrepancies could be understood as a consequence of
local departures from the rotation curve. It is not strange since we are
working at Galactic longitude values close to the Galactic center di-
rection and we could also be dealing with somewhat turbulent flows
(Jones and Dickey, 2012). Besides, the possible presence of streaming
motions could induce local kinematic distance ambiguities (Fish et al.,
2003).
Under these circumstances, the kinematic analysis did not seem to
provide a reliable way to estimate the distance to the IRAS 16571-4029
source and we adopted the value computed from GAIA data which is
consistent with the spectrophotometric one (see Table 4). Additionally,
with this distance value, the kinematic data could be reanalyzed taking
into account that the ΔV value of ~ 28 km s 1 indicated by
Wilson et al. (1970) is comparable with the complete extension, from
+10 to -30 km s ,1 of the minimum presented in Fig. 15. These values
could be understood as due to turbulent movements and/or a hydrogen
expanding shell (VRexp ~ VFexp ~ 20 km s 1) around a central value of
~ -10 km s 1 given by the HI RRLs, and this would be shifted by a
peculiar velocity of about 5 km s 1 from the ~ -15 km s 1 given by the
molecular cloud velocity measurements that correspond with a kine-
matic distance near to 2 kpc (see Fig. 17b for a schematic representation
of this scenario). These kind of behavior was already found on other HII
regions by Caswell and Haynes (1987) and Kothes and Kerton (2002).
In fact, Morales et al. (2013) already identified DBS 113 as a partially
embedded cluster since the peak at the submillimetric observations is
significantly shifted in location from the cluster itself, supporting the
idea of a cluster with a kinematic behavior different to that one of the
molecular cloud.
6.1.3. Energetic balance in the source
The estimated ISM parameters for the IRAS 16571-4029 source re-
vealed it as a compact or classical HII region. Following
Kurtz et al. (1994), the ionization-bounded case is probably a very good
assumption but it is not a dust-free nebula. Therefore, it is possible to
compare the energy needed to excite the HII region with that provided
by the brightest stars of DBS 113 from the values found for the ex-
citation parameter (μ, see Section 5.2) and the ionization parameter (U,
see Section 4.3). The ratio U/μ ≈ 1.7 > 1 indicated that cluster stars
produce enough radiant energy to generate the HII region. Since








where NLyHII indicates the amount of Lyman photons required to gen-
erate the observed HII region, resulting to be NLyHII ~ 3.1 – 3.8 1048
photons s 1. Therefore, there are ~ 70 – 75 % of the stellar Lyman
photons ( µ U1 ( / )3) heating the surrounding dust. It includes both the
ISM dust component and the probable circumstellar ones (Kurtz et al.,
1994).
6.2. IRAS 16575-4023 source
This IRAS source is a very poor object and there is almost no in-
formation about it. The source was only identified as an HII region
according to Bronfman et al. (1996), and Volk et al. (1991) obtained a
unique and unusual IR spectrum with a possible absorption at 11.3 µm.
Fig. 17. a) Emission (green) and absorption (blue) HI profiles at the center of
the RCW 116B region covering almost all the velocity channels. Vertical dashed
lines indicate the tangential velocity (VT = -150 km s 1) and the CS molecular
line (VCS = −15.6 km s 1). The horizontal lines represent
=T K rms12 5b bkg b) Absorption (blue) profile together with a sche-
matic representation of the CS lines (black fill curve) and HI RRL (dashed red
curve) as two gaussian profiles with arbitrary height. Shadow regions in both
panels indicate the velocity range for absorption features (-29 km s < <VR1
+9 km s 1). See text for arrows meaning. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
Table 6
Compilation of kinematic information in the direction of IRAS 16571-4029 ≡
G345.23+1.03 source.
Line VRLSR ΔV Ref.
[km s 1] [km s 1]
H109α −9.40 ± 1.80 28.50 ± 3.60 1;2
H −11.54 ± 0.13 29.11 ± 0.39 4
4He −11.26 ± 0.39 21.69 ± 1.43 4
CS(2-1) −15.60 ± 0.52 4.90 ± 0.52 3
CS(7-6) −15.03 ± 0.03 3.12 ± 0.07 5
CII −16.20 ± 0.51 4.44 ± 1.18 4
HCN(4-3) −14.69 ± 0.12 5.65 ± 0.41 5
Note:(1) Wilson et al. (1970); (2) Caswell and Haynes (1987); (3)
Bronfman et al. (1996) and adopted errors correspond to the velocity resolu-
tion; (4) Quireza et al. (2006a); (5) Liu et al. (2016)
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As was indicated before, to study this source we selected two regions: A
and B. The stellar population in region A presents an overdensity of
faint stars which does not seem related with the IRAS source. However,
in this location the radio continuum SUMSS observations at 843 MHz
reach their peak. Conversely, region B revealed a spatial concentration
of very faint and red objects consistent with high reddened early type
stars (OB; see CMDs in Fig. 11 and Table 7) located behind the mole-
cular cloud AGAL G345.336+01.021. The location of these OB stars
candidates is shown in the PACS / Herschel image (see Fig. 4b) as the
center of a clear bubble of about 2’ in radius reinforcing the presence of
early stars. The adopted distance for these stars ( ~ 2 kpc) agrees with
the kinematic one of 1.9 kpc indicated by Wienen et al. (2015) for the
molecular cloud. Additionally, the research of CS(2-1) lines done by
Bronfman et al. (1996) in this direction provided a value of VR (LSR) =
-14.5 km s 1 with a ΔV = 2.8 km s 1. By using the Galactic rotation
model of Fich et al. (1989), and adopting the nearest distance, we could
also estimate a value of =d 1.9 kpc.
7. Conclusions
We studied the IRAS 16571-4029 and 16575-4023 sources located in
the fourth Galactic quadrant of the Milky Way plane through a multi-
wavelength and multi-technique approach. We focused our attention on
embedded cluster DBS 113 associated with IRAS 16571-4029 since this
region appears as more relevant and there were contradictions about its
distance. We used then several methods to estimate this value and we
found the most probable one is 2 kpc. This value is consistent with
previous estimations based on studies of the associated molecular cloud
G345.5+1.0 and located this star formation region at the inner side of
the Sagittarius-Carina Galactic arm. This distance value allowed us to
obtain more reliable estimations of the physical parameters of the region.
From the relationship studied between U and μ parameters it is possible
to conclude that the region is limited by density, and about 70 – 75 % of
Lyman photons produced by the early stars are consumed by the dust.
Additionally, our kinematic study at this direction revealed a particular
behavior of the gas in this part of the Galaxy, showing much larger radial
velocity values (in absolute terms) at the location of the cluster and HII
region than those expected from the usual rotation model.
It must be noticed the importance to use stellar spectroscopic clas-
sification along with u band data to obtain a better estimation of the
reddening law for this cluster. Our photometric and spectroscopic
analysis using optical/IR bands was useful to identify early stars and
sources with IR excess in this region. Additionally, by using WISE FIR
data we could classify several objects as YSOs.
Regarding IRAS 16575-4023 source, we found that the brightest star
in the region is a field foreground one according to GAIA DR2 data, and
we identified a probably very faint and reddened young stellar popu-
lation responsible for the HII region and an IR bubble was identified at
70 and 160 µm bands. The discovered young stellar candidates deserve
a future spectroscopic follow up to confirm their nature.
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Table 7
OB candidate objects in the region of IRAS 16575-4023 (B) source .
ID 2MASS αJ2000 δJ2000 J H K
7992 17010017-4027289 17:01:00.2 −40:27:28.9 17.16 ± – 15.99 ± 0.02 13.52 ± 0.02
8061 17010073-4027449 17:01:01.0 −40:27:44.9 18.84 ± 0.07 15.95 ± 0.02 14.26 ± 0.02
8064 17010081-4027293 17:01:00.8 −40:27:29.4 19.84 ± 0.12 16.56 ± 0.03 14.51 ± 0.03
8110 17010114-4027483 17:01:01.2 −40:27:48.1 17.51 ± 0.02 14.39 ± 0.02 12.66 ± 0.02
8117 17010143-4027269 17:01:01.4 −40:27:27.0 19.08 ± 0.06 16.37 ± 0.02 14.63 ± 0.02
8122 17010016-4027212 17:01:00.2 −40:27:21.2 18.16 ± – 16.64 ± 0.03 13.78 ± 0.04
Note: A complete version of this table including all the studied photometric bands is available on-line at the CDS.
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